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ABSTRACT

In this paper there has been presented a proposal of significant enhancement of applied visual assessment methods
through intruducing the combination of image analysis and statistical and mathematical methods.

Analyses of areal objects, whose images are visually displayed on the map may be single objects (spatial units) or
object sets oriented, which represent a particular phenomenon located in the explored terrain. An analysis of the
�whole� object set in question involves a phenomenon spatial structure and identification of these fragments of the area
which reveal a certain composition and arrangement of objects. An identification procedure often uses geometric
characteristics of objects.

To perform a series of analyses targeted at object distribution and object arrangements in relation to one another, a
digital source map (produced by aerial photography) of the areas which are forested, wooded and covered with forest
vegetation, was used. Digital model divided trough unitary fields grid is subsequently submitted for binary discretion.

An analysis of binary image of the fields aggregated in 9-unit modules is a purposeful and adequately steered
simplification. The worked out models � image types, aggregate modules in classes, and groups and types in accordance
with the compactness of units. The evaluation of the unit compactness was performed based on indices, which were
elaborated for this purpose.

A binary image is analysed through the comparison with models. Maps produced, using the base of distinguished types
provide lots of information on the phenomenon location and its inner concentration, and thus allow for the evaluation of
neighbourhood concentration. Local analyses of image types in sub-areas make further studies easier. Such example is a
suggestion to determine the relative entropy index. This is one more way to asses diversification of spatial structure of
the phenomenon under study. Distribution of the index values, represented by isolines, points to homogenous or
diversified areas.

The box-dimension, calculated for structures, which form images of object boundaries on a source map takes into
account their geometric characteristics. It is proper to determine local dimensions of these objects (in my example in the
sub-areas), which are related to one another through their location and neighbourhood.

The paper presents many suggestions how the results of analyses can be represented on thematic maps with the use of
cartographic methods.

Studies reported in this paper take into consideration such phenomena which are abstracted as areal and discrete ones.
Presented analyses concentrate on forested and wooded areas, but a similar type of phenomenon occurrence in
geographical space also refers to soils, lakes, meadows, plantations, built-up areas, natural deposits and many other
phenomena.

The analysis of distribution by proposed methods and their joint use via a proper selection of sub-areas,  is a convenient
solution to be applied in Geographic Information Systems. The results obtained from adequately selected analyses and
their visualization in a cartographic  provide a way to evaluate fully and effectively spatial structures of the phenomena
studied.

Each of the presented methods used independently enables assessment of spatial structure of phenomena distribution
but only appropriate analysis results combination of those three methods allows extended analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distribution of many areal objects, both natural and anthropogenic, is of island character. Highly advanced
measurement techniques facilitate the collection and recording of data locations. Cartographic representation of
distribution of selected categories of objects is a medium most suitable for man�s perception, that allows to identifying
the structure of their spatial distribution.

Analyses of areal objects, whose images are visually displayed may be single objects (spatial units) or object sets
oriented, which represent a particular phenomenon located in the explored terrain. Analyses of single objects apply a
variety of methods, which aim at the visualization of object shapes through their geometric attributes. Indices are
determined based on the relationships between: area size, perimeter, the longest and the shortest axis of the object
studied.  Many of the indices compare geometric parameters of the figure under examination with figure models. An
analysis of the �whole� object set in question involves a phenomenon spatial structure and identification of these
fragments of the area which reveal a certain composition and arrangement of objects. An identification procedure often
uses geometric characteristics of objects. Each stage of the analysis employs arithmetic, geometry, statistics and logic.

2. OBJECTIVES

Studies reported in this paper take into consideration such phenomena, which are abstracted as areal and discrete ones.
Presented analyses concentrate on forested and wooded areas, but a similar type of phenomenon occurrence in
geographical space also refers to soils, lakes, meadows, plantations, built-up areas, natural deposits and many other
phenomena.

Many characteristics of the areal object geometry are not directly related to object locations. In order to retrieve
information on spatial arrangement of objects, two aspects should be considered:
! location of objects in the terrain under study, and
! object location in relation to one another.

In both cases the most convenient is to perform an analysis with the use of a map that shows a composition of object
ranges. Objects represented on a map have a specific location, shape and their neighbors. They create an image in which
their arrangement, and positioning in relation to one another determines a particular phenomenon that occurs in a
specific terrain.

To perform a series of analyses targeted at object distribution and object arrangements in relation to one another, a
digital source map (produced by aerial photography) of the areas which are forested, wooded and covered with forest
vegetation, was used (1). The map covers three communes which form a compact complex situated in the Sudeten
(south west part of Poland). This mountainous region shows a high percentage of forests in the total land use. The map
drawn with accuracy and all its details at scale 1:10 000 represents also the areas covered by natural forest vegetation.
Based on a visual analysis we can conclude that forested areas significantly differ in their area size and irregular shape
of boundaries, which is due to natural forest succession in the terrain under examination.

3. METHODOLOGY

Proposals of methods that evaluate spatial structure of a real phenomena are to markedly enhance methods of visual
assessment of their distribution. Combining statistical and computational methods with methods of image analyses as
well as visualization, which is understood as cartographic representation of output data, allows for better exploration
and assessment of spatial phenomenon nature and can provide grounds for further researches.

3.1 Intensity ratio
The most important attributes in the structural analysis of areal phenomenon spatial distribution are: intensity
differentiation and dispersion.

If an examined phenomenon is given as feature (x) and an area as PA, a major general characteristic to be determined is
�percentage level� � phenomenon density:
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where: pi = area size of object (i) in which feature �x� occurs,
N = number of objects � fields in which feature �x� appears on the entire area under study,
PA = area examined.



The density calculated according to the above formula is often expressed as a percentage in the area under study (in our
example it is the afforestation index). This value can not only be calculated with regard to the entire area in question,
but, depending on the research objectives, to arbitrarily defined areas. Having a percentage level, we may qualify the
entire area examined or any of its part to an arbitrarily defined class of phenomenon intensity.

The phenomenon density for the entire area, determined by the afforestation index, may correspond to any spatial
arrangement of the same number of objects of pre-determined parameters. In our example: 49% of the forested area
with 1077 objects. These data may characterize an infinite spatial arrangement of those objects. A more explicit picture
may be retrieved by computing the afforestation index for geometric reference units � grid fields, projected in
accordance with the Polish system TEMKART and denoted as PI (side lengths of 500 m × 500 m), PII (250 m × 250 m),
PIII (125 m × 125 m), PIV (62.5 m × 62.5 m) and PV (31.25 m × 31.25 m), respectively. A selection of grid field
dimensions should be adjusted to the nature and changeability of the phenomenon and to the objectives of researches as
well (1). The afforestation distribution model produced in a discrete mode with grid fields PI is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Afforestation index in grid units PI (500 m x 500 m)

The afforestation index is transformed information on the proportion of forest object areas to the area of a reference
unit. This relative formulation of a phenomenon is closely related to its spatial distribution. A dasymetric map in Figure
1 shows a clear decrease of forest lands in the central part of the area studied.

3.2 Image analysis
Studies on spatial distribution of forested and wooded areas may be carried out based on their visual depiction using
satellite or aerial photographs.

Cartographic visualization of forested and wooded lands comprises differently localized areas, lines and points.
Recognizing the nature of phenomenon distribution cannot be limited to studies on object diversification density or area
sizes in which a feature of the researcher�s interest appear. Studies should be focused on typical, most common basic
structures of the neighboring sub-areas, characterizing spatial distribution. They may be on one hand the classification
key in an area qualitative division (regionalization) and on the other useful information in the studies on phenomenon
interdependencies in a broadly understood environment.

An adjustment to a model is one of the simplest possible ways of image classification and visualization. To use this
method, it is necessary to apply a certain representation � model, for each image to be discerned.

Overlaying basic grid fields on the analyzed area, and assigning value 1 to the fields, in which the phenomenon occurs
and value 0 to the remaining fields we produce an image consisting of repeatable patterns which fill the entire plane
under consideration. The composite image is divided into simpler sub-images � modules of fixed dimensions, which are
distinguished by adjusting them to the modules determined and defined a priori.



An examination of areal object distribution can be performed by analyzing modules that consist e.g. of 9 (3 × 3) basic
units of the area, which depends on the assumed simplification of natural boundaries of the phenomenon or artificial
boundaries of basic units (Fig. 2A).

Figure 2. Binary discretion mode of forested areas and classification of forest visualization types in a 9�unit module

Assuming a 9�argument function f (x) as a characteristic of a likely sequent of values zero or one, with value 0 assigned
to basic unit xi, in which the phenomenon is absent (non-forested area), and value 1 to field xi, in which the
phenomenon is present, we can derive 512 models (Fig. 2B, 2C).

This paper classifies models of structure types, taking into account their compactness. The first stage of module
classification � type classes, determines the value of the density ratio:
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where: n1 = number of basic units,  for which xi = 1 or where n0 = a number of basic units for which xi = 0.

Applying a definition of a compact sub-area as a set of basic units of the same values, abutting to each other on at least one
side, in each of a 9-density class (modules with a least one field, in which the phenomena is present) groups of modules of
the same ratio value of the filled areas are distinguished according to:
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where: (1 ≤ m ≤ 5), O1i = a perimeter of the filled compact sub-area expressed by a number of sides of the basic unit.

Arbitrarily, a basic field/unit xi = 1 bordering solely upon fields of the value xi = 0 is understood as a compact sub-area.
By analogy, the empty field ratio W01 is calculated as follows:
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where: O0i = a perimeter of empty sub-areas xi = 0.

Module groups in each density class are sorted in a descending mode of ratio W1i, and types within module groups are
distinguished according to the ascending ratio W0i of empty fields. During a grouping process, independence of model
configuration of orientation and symmetry is assumed.

The final classification of types of basic unit arrangement in a model is performed by qualifying them to one type of the
modules which meet a criterion of equality of compactness ratio, which is formulated as follows:
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where: g1 = class density ratio calculated according to formula (2),
W1i =  ratio calculated according to formula (3),
W1i max � maximum value of ratio W1i in a density class.

In a group of modules, types are sorted hierarchically in accordance with the decreasing value of ratio S computed as a
quotient of ratio W1i (fields with phenomenon present) and W0i (fields with no phenomenon).



This manner of a type order within a group additionally takes into account the empty unit areas since a higher value of
ratio W0i of these units means a lower compactness of the filled areas.

Separated types � models, are labeled by a code, e.g. type 3B2 means: 3 � density class, B � type group (according to
class compactness), 2 � type (according to the group decreasing compactness). There were 101 types of phenomenon
occurrence among 512 modules (Fig. 2C). Modules with no phenomenon present (empty) were labeled 0A1.

The classification described in the paper was applied in an analysis of forested area distribution in the territory of three
communes. Division units of the TEMKART system in two variants were basic units, being the basis for discretization of
island type forested areas, namely: unit sides of 125 m and 62.5 m long, respectively. The grid units were denoted as PIII

and PIV, respectively. A feature in the reference unit was qualified at the forest percentage of G ≥ 50% (Fig. 2B).

In the author�s program, classifying a binary image, type modules were defined as a constant table of chain codes. The
program analyses a binary image of basic units in the entire area under study in 9-unit modules. Modules form a set of a
real objects � graphic basis, to which a respective type symbol was assigned according to the classification in the
corresponding data-base. The program enables multi-variant analyses, e.g. construction of modules in 9 configurations
of their location.

The primary component of the evaluation is a number of types existing in the examined area. A specification of type
size will not reveal local diversities and therefore the paper suggests an analysis of structures of forested area types in
suitably defined sub-areas. Their boundaries were determined based on the location of the phenomenon in question, the
relief which shapes agriculture and forest boundaries in mountainous regions in Poland (as the one examined herein)
and localization of longer rivers and settled areas. The author separated twelve sub-areas of a similar area size.

The analysis of individual type sizes in the sub-areas allows the assessing of a structure of forest area distribution and
classification of forest types on the basis of dominant type group or type groups.

The results obtained show that similar prevailing types of images occur in the entire terrain under examination. Similar,
the most numerous image types also appear in grid PIII (variant 1) and grid PIV (variant 2). Further analyses employed the
results of variant 2.

There were 9 patterned image types out of the distinguished number, which did not appear in any of the sub-areas and
30 types were present in a small number of sub-areas. The analysis of the sub-areas derived 12 predominant types. Their
specification in particular sub-areas is presented in the graph (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Frequency of 12 prevailing types in sub-areas



In all sub-areas, the group of 12 types is significant. A difference visible in the graph (Fig. 3) results from a varied
number of empty (0A1) and filled modules (9A1). Sub-areas 1, 5, 6, 8, 12, may be qualified as highly forested, sub-
areas 2, 4, 7, 9 as medium forested and 3, 10, 11 as poorly forested. If the aim of the analysis is assumed to be
evaluation and presentation of forested area distribution, including their compactness, a further generalization may be
suggested: distinguishing a smaller number of types and grouping them in classes based on the value of compactness
index Zw for each type. A diversity of cartographic representations that are likely to be produced using a type base is
helpful in the assessment of phenomenon distribution.

3.3 Relative entropy index
The results of the image type analysis can be applied in other studies on phenomenon structures, e.g. with the use of the
relative entropy index.  In order to do so, module types in sub-areas were grouped in nine density classes based on type
codes. The relative entropy index was calculated according to formulas (2, 3):
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where: Hi = entropy index in class �i�:

i2ii logH ωω−= (9)

where: iω  = frequency in class �i�,
Hmax = maximum entropy calculated according to the following formula:

klogH 2max = (10)
where: k = number of class

The relative entropy index may be in a value between 0 and 1. A value close to 0 means concentrated distribution in one
of the classes and value 1 points to the maximum diversified distribution (in classes). This index computed in sub-areas
ensures the evaluation of local structures of phenomenon distribution. Calculations can be made in two variants: one
with fields 0A1 and the other excluding these fields. In the latter case, only modules with a certain phenomenon are
analyzed. Therefore, the evaluation is of a different character because diversification within modules with the
phenomenon (forested areas) present in the sub-area is taken into consideration.

Values of the relative entropy calculated in sub-areas provide for evaluation of a distribution structure of 9-unit modules
in 9 density classes. Isoline maps, presented as a model, serve the purpose of spatial distribution evaluation of
phenomenon structure differentiation expressed by isoline arrangement of the relative entropy index in the studied area
(Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Isolines of local relative entropy indices characterizing the distribution of forested objects for 12 sub-areas

In Figure 4 the isolines were plotted for the relative entropy index exclusive of empty modules. Examining the
choropleth map, which represents the afforestation index computed for 12 sub-areas, we can see a high value of the
entropy index in the middle part of the area (the valley). It means that this part is characterized by markedly higher
differentiation of modules in 9 classes of their density. It can also be noticed that this happens in the terrain of a low



forest percentage. In the sub-areas with high afforestation index, �full� modules prevail and this in turn provide for
concentrated modules. However, distribution of differentiated or concentrated modules with a sub-area can be assessed
only by a map of image types.

3.4  Box-counting dimension
Another attribute of structures of surface phenomenon of complex contours is box-dimension, which is a version of
Mandelbrot�s fractal dimension. The paper advises a method to determine fractal dimension that is derived from the
method applied to asses the complexity of structures, such as building elevations, architectural elements, paintings, etc.
Bechhoefer and Bovil (4) applied the box-counting method in three elements of the city of Amasya, Turkey: the
mountain ridge, into which the city layout is fit, the city plan and elevation designs of a row of traditional houses.
According to the authors, ancient architects used the rhythm of fractal nature, represented by surrounding mountains, to
develop settlements and buildings.

In this method, image lines, object contours and outlines very often form a complicated structure composed of complex
line arrangements, and a measure of this complexity is the box-dimension. The box-counting dimension provides for a
systematic measurement which can be applied to any plane structure. Determining the box dimension requires a
placement of a regular grid of square boxes, whose size is given as (s), over the object in question and counting the
number of grid boxes that contain some fragments of the image. This will result in a number of boxes N, which will
depend on the box size (basic field) � observation scale.  This dependency can be written as N(s) (number of boxes) (5).
Gradually changing (s) to smaller grid sizes, we find the resulting number of boxes N(s). The next step is to plot log
[N(s)] � vertical axis versus log (1/s) � horizontal axis, on a log-log diagram; thus by a method of the smallest boxes a
linear dependence can be drawn. A tangent of an angle of the slope of the straight line (slope) is an estimate of the box-
counting dimension (Db). For two parameters, the slope of the straight line is given by the following formula (6):
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where: (1/s) = the number of boxes across the bottom of the grid.

In practice it is advisable to examine a series of grids, whose dimensions are reduced twice in their sequence. Using this
solution, each grid box is divided into four smaller boxes with the resultant sequence N (2�k), k = 0, 1, 2, … For a grid
of bigger boxes s = 20 = 1. The slope of the straight line, linking a group of data with subsequent ones, will be as
follows:
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The box-dimension calculated as above is characterized by a different level of shape complexity such as formed by
contours of surface objects, separated and visualized on a map. The diversity of boundary shapes cannot be
environmentally and anthropogenically conditioned. It may be a factor of a classification of local structure similarities
and a measurement of spatial diversification (spatial non-homogeneity).

Number of units Box-
-dimension

Sub-area
number

N (62,50) N (31,25)
1 2459 5344 1.12
2 3153 6927 1.14
3 1261 2819 1.16
4 3909 8432 1.11
5 2608 5896 1.18
6 2623 5839 1.16
7 3554 7907 1.15
8 3007 6752 1.17
9 2881 6618 1.20

10 3326 7455 1.16
11 3056 7082 1.21
12 2434 5368 1.14

Figure 5. Values of box-dimensions determined for sub-areas



The above procedure was followed in calculating the box-counting dimension of all contours of surface objects on the
area in question. A sequence of counted boxes (fields) � N(250), N(125), N(62,5) and N(31,25) was derived from grids
PII, PIII, PIV, PV. The slope of the straight line, linking one set of data with the subsequent ones on a log-log diagram is
an estimate of the box-counting dimension. The counted boxes are those which intersect (or tactile) the lines of the
objects examined. To calculate the box-counting dimension, enumeration fields N(62,5) and N(31,25) were considered
the final result due to diversification of boundaries. The results were presented in the diagram (Fig. 5) of sub-areas
instead of a table, and field sizes and their neighborhood were maintained. The value of the box-dimension calculated as
above is a measure of complicated boundaries in the sub-areas. In the example examined, the value ranges from 1.11 to
1.21. The higher box-dimension, the greater differentiation of boundaries, thus a higher percentage of natural objects.

4. CONCLUSION

The phenomenon density may be calculated for the areas with different reference units. Generalization of a
phenomenon depends on units� sizes. Generalized data visualized by cartographic models, e.g. choropleth map or
isoline maps facilitate significantly any evaluation of phenomenon distribution and its intensity (7). Simplification of a
source image helps to render general tendencies in the spatial phenomenon structure.

An analysis of binary image of the fields aggregated in 9-unit modules is a purposeful and adequately steered
simplification. The worked out models � image types, aggregate modules in classes, and groups and types in accordance
with the compactness of units. The evaluation of the unit compactness was performed based on indices, which were
elaborated for this purpose. The indices include spatial characteristics of areal objects resulting from a shape and
disparity of the phenomenon in question. The indices of their compactness may be used as diagnostic attributes in the
planning of the optimum spatial development. A binary image is analyzed through the comparison with models. Maps
produced, using the base of distinguished types provide lots of information on the phenomenon location and its inner
concentration, and thus allow for the evaluation of neighborhood concentration. Local analyses of image types in sub-
areas make further studies easier. Such example is a suggestion to determine the relative entropy index. This is one
more way to asses diversification of spatial structure of the phenomenon under study. The relative entropy index,
calculated for each sub-area, defines distribution of fields in which the phenomenon occurs, in 9-unit modules and in
the determined density classes. It also ensures the evaluation of heterogeneity of the distinguished types. Distribution of
the index values, represented by isolines, points to homogenous or diversified areas. Detailed analysis of the types,
which affect the evaluation, is ensured by maps of types� localization. The box-dimension, calculated for structures,
which form images of object boundaries on a source map takes into account their geometric characteristics. It is proper
to determine local dimensions of these objects (in my example in the sub-areas), which are related to one another
through their location and neighborhood. Fractal dimension may be used in the assessment of antropogenization of the
phenomenon in question and of the effect of local factors.

The paper presents many suggestions how the results of analyses can be represented on thematic maps with the use of
cartographic methods.

The analysis of distribution by proposed methods and their joint use via a proper selection of sub-areas, is a convenient
solution to be applied in Geographic Information Systems. The results obtained from adequately selected analyses and
their visualization in a cartographic provide a way to evaluate fully and effectively spatial structures of the phenomena
studied.
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